
Minutes of Burst Group Telecon (2002/06/18)

In attendance

Balmer, Blackburn, Cadonati, Drever, Finn, Ito, Johnson, Katsavounidis, Leonor, Marka,
Raab, Saulson, Schofield, Shawhan, Shoemaker, Sigg, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton, Zweizig.

1 Signal injections during S1

Shoemaker: Marka is organizing signal injection schedule. Contact him with any requests
for signals to be injected.

Weinstein: List of candidate signals being made; to be sent to Shawhan and Leonor (who
are building utility to do injections). Anticipates few hundred to be injected taking
approximately 2 hours.

Weinstein: First goal is to verify that injection of signals into IFO is equivalent to injec-
tion into data after the fact. This provides checks on transfer functions for parts of
suspensions, as well as verifying that signals appear with the proper strength and in
the correct mode (eg, CARM vs DARM), etc. Once verified, we can confidently inject
signals directly into data often as we please after the fact.

Raab: Calibration team is restricted to 5 minutes of run time per day and 2 continuously
injected calibration lines. Worries each UL group using 2+ hours will take too much
time.

Finn: Any other UL groups requested time?

Raab: No requests from other UL groups for specific amounts of time. Coles and Raab
working on schedule of times to be given to UL groups.

Finn, Raab: Suggest most injections done before run starts.

Raab: Expect no more than 30% duty cycle from LLO; therefore do injections at LHO
while LLO down.

Finn: Suggests no injection during S1 itself; all injections to be done immediately before
and after.

Weinstein: Better to do injections before rather than after run in case we see something
surprising. Also want to do some injections during coincidence to verify coincidence
analysis, give checks of GPS timing, etc.

Drever: Injection tests efficiency of data analysis routines; want to do injections at various
times of day, night, etc. Can empirically test usefulness of line removal, etc. Want to
use range of tests as well.
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Finn: Sigg pointed out that signal injection also tests that gravitational-wave signals do not
appear in proposed veto channels; this is important to verify.

Zweizig: Few tests before run will allow us to inject arbitrary number of signals into data
after the fact.

Finn (summarizing): Do injections immediately before and after S1, coordinated with
calibrations of CARM/DARM, and with Marka. Need paper record of file that does
injection (just in case - currently no permanent electronic record of injections is kept).
Keep S1 running time as free of interference as possible.

Raab: Maximum expected coincidence time will be about 30% due to logging activity at
LLO which continues until about 8pm daily. The remaining time may be usable for
tests at LHO. LHO runs mostly during day with 3 times the noise of night, except for
bursts such as from nearby construction.

Finn: If adopt point of view that no candidates are believed without coincidence, and we
never inject signals into LLO during S1, then it is safe to use some daylight hours at
LHO during S1 for injections.

Raab, Saulson: Not ruled out injections during S1.

Finn: Unit ambiguity: Do we use ∆L/L or h? There is a factor of 2 difference.

Weinstein: No convention set. Everything has to get set to ADC units in the end.

Shawhan: Injections go through suspension controller. Calibrations from E7 are in terms
of strain.

Leonor: Wrote program which can take waveform files and inject them with scale factor
and time offset supplied by a configuration file. To be tested with Shawhan. Shawhan
also wrote a script which makes a log file of injections.

Sigg: Calibration team has web page set up which is updated regularly (every 1 to 2 days).

2 Status of E7 Data Analysis

Saulson: Reminder that the bursts group is to make a report to the LSC by telecon on
Friday, June 21 at 3pm EDT. Suggestions, etc, should be sent to Saulson ASAP.

2.1 Vetoes

Katsavounidis: MIT group has posted collection of figures available on web in summary
of vetoes pipeline:

http : //emvogil− 3.mit.edu/ldas/burst/burst.html

(Please send comments or questions to Katsavounidis.) Show four methods used to
identify glitches, and list of favorite channels. Highlights include
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plot 4: Live time lost versus veto efficiency (measured as ratio of number of rejected
events to total number of events) Note that a ”random” veto would be at 45
degrees in this plot.

plot 9: Actually for L1 data. Shows veto efficiency vs time shift for a range of thresh-
olds. Want large contrast between zero and non-zero shift for a good veto.

These plots use candidate events from TFCLUSTERS and veto triggers from absGlitch.
Also found that dropping first 70 seconds after lock established removes approximately
30% of triggers from E7 data (on average). Found, eg, violin modes calm down in that
time.

Cadonati (plot??): Get upper limits on foreground rate for gravitational-wave events of
order of 5− 6× 10−4/sec, compared with a background of 3-4/sec.

2.2 Simulations

Weinstein: Re-written scripts to allow injection of arbitrary signals. Change in LDAS pre-
vented work over last 3-4 days; now functional again. All three DSOs have “features”,
especially POWER which is unable to handle large signals (SNR> 10).

Saulson: Requests group members to send email to Finn or Saulson stating where they will
be during S1 so that the group can organize a work schedule for the run.

2.3 Can we quote an upper limit

Saulson: Can we organize a complete simulation before the Friday telecon? Perhaps do for
a subset of the playground data.

Weinstein, Cadonati, Katsavounidis: Can do with single set of source templates to get
efficiencies vs. source strength, etc. Envision simulation with 1 DSO, 2 IFOs, one
waveform, some small number of wave amplitudes, and some number of playground
segments.

3 Run plan for S1

Saulson: Have moved S1 run planning to next week’s meeting.

Meeting adjourned.
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